** PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS: AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 8 **
ANDREW ZIMMERN SHOWCASES HOLLYWOOD’S LEGENDARY HOTSPOTS AND
CULINARY TREASURES ON AN ALL-NEW ‘BIZARRE FOODS: DELICIOUS DESTINATIONS’
Amy Allan and Steve DiSchiavi Investigate an Ohio Property Burdened by a Curse on
‘The Dead Files’
*For photos and assets, please visit Travel Channel’s Press Website

NEW EPISODES
BIZARRE FOODS: DELICIOUS DESTINATIONS
Travel Channel’s irresistible series, “Bizarre Foods: Delicious Destinations,” features mouthwatering morsels
from around the world. Hosted by James Beard Award-winning chef and culinary explorer Andrew Zimmern, the
series highlights the not-to-be-missed food that defines a location. But how many really know the origin of the
iconic food? Journey around the world for a firsthand tour of each city and the inside scoop behind its most
beloved dishes. [Half-hour episodes]
“Hollywood” - Premieres Tuesday, August 28 at 9 p.m. ET/PT
Andrew Zimmern showcases legendary hotspots and secret culinary treasures in the diverse and thrilling
city of Hollywood, California. He highlights steak and martinis with a sizzle of glam, steamed whole fish
plated like a work of art, Armenian flatbread topped with minced beef and Persian ice cream.
“Door County” - Premieres Tuesday, August 28 at 9:30 p.m. ET/PT
Andrew Zimmern scopes out the down-to-earth culinary traditions of scenic Door County, Wisconsin.
Fresh fish from Lake Michigan and local produce defines the Nordic-influenced cuisine of this vacation
getaway for nature lovers.
“Cape Cod” - Premieres Tuesday, September 4 at 9 p.m. ET/PT
Andrew Zimmern highlights the treasures of Cape Cod's coastal cuisine. From fried clams and freshcaught cod, to clambakes and cranberry bog ice cream, the Massachusetts peninsula's culinary scene is
cause for summertime celebration.
“Genoa” - Premieres Tuesday, September 4 at 9:30 p.m. ET/PT
Andrew Zimmern takes a look at the inventive and time-honored eats of Genoa, Italy. A stunning
location bursting with vibrant herbs and ancient technique, Genoa is in one of Italy's smallest regions,
but is home to big-league favorites like peasant seafood salad, pesto with pasta and crispy, decadent
flatbread.

FOOD PARADISE
We're serving up hefty plates of the country's tastiest, most mouthwatering and decadent meals. Travelers love
to eat their way across America and we’re giving them a guide, counting down all the must-eat spots across the
country to have a one-of-a-kind dining experience. So bring your appetite and your stretchy pants as we dive
into a healthy portion of “Food Paradise!” [Hour-long episodes]
“Swine and Dine”- Premieres Tuesday, August 28 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
From a triple-wide Cajun country pork chop to a sky-high stack of piggy perfection, there's almost too
much pork to fit on a fork at these dining destinations.
“Viva Las Vegas”- Premieres Tuesday, August 28 at 11 p.m. ET/PT
From a spiked milkshake topped with a campfire's worth of s'mores to a sushi-stacked burger on fried
rice buns, Sin City's most over-the-top eats are explored.
“Sweet Home Chicago”- Premieres Tuesday, September 4 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
From a classic over-loaded Chicago dog at Wrigley Field alongside All-Star MLB pitcher Ryan Dempster
to the South Side’s most delicious deep dish, big beefy burgers and beautiful barbeque, this slice of
meat-and-potatoes “Food Paradise” is all about SWEET HOME CHICAGO.
“Off-The-Chain Eats”- Premieres Tuesday, September 4 at 11 p.m. ET/PT
From a 14-pound mountain of nachos and a barbecue sandwich as mighty as the Mississippi to a twopork punch of a breakfast burrito, these citywide franchises have gone off the chain.
MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Host Don Wildman digs into the world’s greatest institutions to unearth extraordinary relics that reveal
incredible secrets from the past. Through compelling interviews, rare archival footage and arresting recreations,
“Mysteries at the Museum” illuminates the hidden treasures at the heart of history’s most incredible triumphs,
sensational crimes and bizarre encounters. [Hour-long episodes]

“Terror Ship, Wicked Stepmother and Message in a Bottle” - Premieres Wednesday, August at 29 at 9
p.m. ET/PT
Don Wildman examines the truth behind a legendary ghost ship and its fateful SOS, the devious crime
spree of a truly evil stepmother and the unlikely discovery of a message in a bottle sent more than a
century ago.

“Lord Lucan, World’s Greatest Drag Racer and Lighthouse Lifesaver” - Premieres Wednesday,
September 5 at 9 p.m. ET/PT
Don Wildman investigates a high society crime, a racecar driver who made an epic comeback and a
rowing rescuer who overcame stormy seas.
THE DEAD FILES
In “The Dead Files,” former NYPD Homicide Detective Steve DiSchiavi and medium Amy Allan are on a mission to
help beleaguered clients as they uncover paranormal histories and mysteries buried within haunted locations.
As they arrive on scene, DiSchiavi and Allan investigate each case independently of one another to preserve the

integrity of their individual findings. As a physical medium, Allan sees and communicates with the dead.
Harnessing his detective skills, DiSchiavi researches the facts to understand each location’s history. The team
avoids all contact with each other until the very end, when they reveal their shocking discoveries to the
homeowner in each episode’s intense conclusion. [Hour-long episodes]
“Killing Fields – Springfield, Ohio” – Premieres Friday, August 31 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
Steve DiSchiavi and Amy Allan help an Ohio man who believes something on his property is attacking his
mother. Allan discovers the land is suffering under a curse that hinders the lives of the living and
encounters a bitter dead man using the curse to his advantage.
“Damaged – Winchester, Kentucky” – Premieres Friday, September 7 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
Steve DiSchiavi and Amy Allan travel to Kentucky investigate a woman's claims that something in her
house is attacking her kids and changing her husband's personality. During her walk, Allan discovers a
dead cowboy who can cause the living to die of sudden illnesses.
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